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International Journals:


30. Yadlapalli Ravindranath Tagore, Anuradha Kotapati, Rajani Kandipati, ‘Performance analysis of quadratic buck converter for electric vehicle battery charging applications’, Int. J. Electric and Hybrid Vehicles, Vol. 11, No. 4, 2019, ISSN:1751-4096, pp 346-357. (Scopus Indexed)


**International Conferences:**

1) **Ponnam Venkata K Babu, Dr. K. Swarnasri**, “Adaptive PSO Technique for Optimal Placement and Sizing of DG in 3-Phase Unbalanced Radial Secondary Distribution System” is of IEEE International Conference on Intelligent Systems and Green Technology (ICISGT), during 29th & 30th June 2019. [IEEE Explore]


5) **M.Anitha, Dr.T.R.Jyothsna**, "Review of dual upqc for power quality improvement with different control techniques", Velagapudi ramakrishna siddhartha engineering college, 8TH -10TH JANUARY, 2020, ICSESEV-2020